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Respectis very essential to each of us and it is one of the admirable altitudes

that a person always wants to earn. Anyway, everyone deserves to be 

respected and all of us must respect each other. However, not all people in 

the world know how to respect other people as well. There are so many 

disrespectful people that were not taught not taught how to be kind to 

others. So, if that’s the case, it is much better if they read more quotes about

respect. And these disrespectful people would surely appreciate the real 

meaning of the word respect. 

Actually,  you  can read so many quotes  about  respect  from the different

sources like books, bible and from the different internet sites. Well, I have in

here a list of some interesting quotes about respect. So to start, I have here

a quote from Jarod Kintz “ Respect doesn’t have to be shiny. ‘ It just needs to

be wearable. Would you be so kind as to hold my jockstrap while I stir your

hot coffee? ” Then I also have in here very famous quotes about respect from

Confucius. “ Respect yourself and others will respect you. Next we also have

another inspiring quote about respect by Fyodor Dostoyevsky “ If you want

to be respected by others, the great thing is to respect yourself.  Only by

that, only by self- respect will you compel others to respect you. ” We also

have a heartfelt touching quote by Mahabharata “ Should even one’s enemy

arrive at the doorstep, he should be attended upon with respect. A tree does

not withdraw its cooling shade even from the one who has come to cut it. ”

Then lastly, we have a quote from Laurence Sterne, “ Respect for ourselves

guides our morals; respect for others guides our manners. Always put these

quotes in mind because these quotes are very important for us because it

serves as a guide in making us a better person. It is such a nice thing if a
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person is respectful; a lot of people will look up to those respectful people. It

is  not  hard to respect  other people  because all  you need to do is  to be

sensitive to other people’s feelings and to know your limitations. Meanwhile,

for  those people who are not respectful,  well,  they might  just  learn their

lessons soon and will  realize that a person who is rude could not make a

person happy and contented. 
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